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This package include all the
components you need to create your
own TMS VLC Components for
Delphi. It is an update to the
original "TLabel_VLC_TPkg" from
FW2006 because the
"TLabel_VLC" from FW2006 is a
VCL component that is written in
Delphi 5. This new package is
contains all the components that
were in the previous components
with more components. The VCL
components from above, for
example have been updated to
support Win7. The GUI has been
updated to match Win7's look. All
components and palette have been
updated to be compatible with a
more "modern" look. The VCL
components has been moved to "c:\
component-files\component_files"
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and the GUI to "c:\gui-files\gui-
files". If you install the new
package, your components are
updated, all data is moved to the
new directories. New components: -
TLVLCTitle.pas: allows easy
creation of TMS VLC
TLCancellable_TMS
TMSVLCClient.pas: TMS VLC
client allows easy communication
with our software via TCP sockets.
TLVLCMenu.pas: Allows easy
creation of menus.
TLVLCMenuItem.pas: Allows easy
creation of menu items.
TLVLCHint.pas: Provides easy
creation of hints with plain text.
TLVLCIcon.pas: Allows easy
creation of icons. TLVLCMsg.pas:
Allows easy creation of messages.
TLVLCMisc.pas: Allows easy
creation of miscellaneous objects
(UITools, TPopupMenu, etc.)
TLVLCWidget.pas: Allows easy
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creation of Widget objects
TLVLCPalette.pas: Contains all
colors for the GUI components.
TMSVLCPalette.pas: Contains all
colors for the VLC/TMS
components. TMSSVLCPalette.pas:
Contains all colors for the TMS
software components.
TLVLCSlider.pas: Allows easy
creation of sliders.
TLVLCSliderHandle.pas: Allows
easy creation of sliders handles.
TLVLCSmalButton.pas: Allows
easy creation of small buttons.
TLVLCSmallButtonHandle.pas:
Allows easy creation of small
buttons handles.
TLVLCSmallIcon.pas: Allows easy
creation of small icons.
TLVLCSpinner.pas: Allows easy
creation of spinners
TLVLCSpinnerHandle.
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• Supports the RTTI Classes. •
Supports all Delphi XE6 and above.
• Supports Delphi 5 or XE5 • Can
be used for various applications,
including - Navi & Back-End -
Dashboard - ScreenBars - Project
specific • It is also possible to
customize labels to suit your needs.
• RTTFLabel comes with a
template which can be customized
with your own RTTFLabel project.
The template can be found under
the [Main] / [Templates] /
[Projects] / TMS VLC UI Pack. •
The colors of the labels can be
changed. • The colors of the
background can be changed. • The
alignment of the labels can be
changed. • The text of the labels
can be changed. • The alignments
of the paragraphs can be changed. •
Indents can be added. • Superscript
and subscript texts can be added. •
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The default font used for the rich
text can be customized. • The
default font sizes for the rich text
can be changed. • The rich text can
be changed. • The rich text can be
edited for adding or deleting
characters. • Rich Text support in
RTTFLabel is robust. •
Customization features help users
customize RTTFLabel to their
needs. • RTTFLabel is delivered
within the world’s premier
RTTFLabel [Default project]. •
The default rich text template is
embedded within this component. •
Each element of the default rich
text template can be altered,
changed or deleted to suit your
specific needs. • This component
can even be used as a standalone
component. • The size of the font
can be altered. • Font Family can be
customized. • The text color can be
customized. • Font color can be
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customized. • Font Style can be
customized. • Font Size can be
customized. • Alignment of
paragraph can be customized. •
Paragraph alignment can be
customized. • You can add bullet
points. • You can add indents. •
You can add superscript and
subscripts. • Rich text changes can
be saved and retrieved. • This
component makes it possible to
insert text strings by double
clicking, without having to go to the
[Options] / [Rich Text] /
[Paragraph] property tab. • This
component makes it possible to
insert any strings of rich
09e8f5149f
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* Allows users to develop their own
rich text components and wrap any
rich text element to the desired
shape. * Provides an advanced
property editor to edit the text
properties. * Support for various
languages including English,
French, Spanish and other
languages. * Can be used with the
TMS package (listed below) to
produce software components. *
Can be used with the TMS API
package to produce API
components. * Provides support for
rich text elements. It can be used to
insert rich text into TRTFLabel
components. * It can be assigned
with a name and setting is flexible.
* Can set custom fonts, font styles,
fonts sizes and font colors. * Can
set alignment of the paragraph. * It
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is easy to set vertical, horizontal,
centred and justify alignment of the
paragraph. * Can set the text
alignment using the line style. *
Supports the ability to set letter
spacing, and can be used to align
lines that are split due to the char
set. * Supports the ability to make
bulleted lists. * Supports the ability
to make indented bulleted lists. *
Supports the ability to make lists
with numbers. * Supports the ability
to make bulleted and indented lists
with numbers. * Supports the ability
to make a subscript and superscript
text. * Supports the ability to assign
any string to a label. * Supports the
ability to create custom labels. *
Supports custom fonts. * Supports
custom font styles. * Supports
custom font sizes. * Supports
custom font colors. * Can be used
with TMS package to produce
software components. * Can be
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used with the TMS API package to
produce API components. *
supports TMS VLC UI. * Supports
Delphi 7. For people who are using
the latest released version of the
component will notice that this
module has been updated. Note:
This component supports the
following languages: English,
French, Spanish, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Arabic, English, Dutch,
Danish, Swedish, Norwegian,
Greek, Hungarian, Russian,
Indonesian, Korean, Chinese,
Japanese, Thai, Vietnamese,
Persian, Hindi, Hebrew, Polish,
Hungarian, Serbian, Czech,
Russian, Slovak, Croatian,
Norwegian, Finnish, Bulgarian,
Russian, Romanian, Ukrainian,
Hungarian, Indonesian, Spanish,
Turkish, Korean, Indonesian,
French, Brazilian Portuguese,
Portuguese, Russian, Ukrainian,
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Chinese, Swedish, Greek,
Hungarian, Finnish, Brazilian
Portuguese

What's New in the TRTFLabel?

* CRender: (Contain Rich Text) A
label can be used to display a rich
text user interface instead of using a
single line of text as usual. *
CRichText: (Contain Rich Text) It
is similar to the rich text of
RichEdit and inherits its control
features such as cursor movements
and font changes, etc. Furthermore,
it supports many rich text features
such as underline, italic, bold and
strike-out. * CRichLabel: A label
can be used to display rich text
strings which contain bold, italic,
underline, strike-out, normal,
subscript and superscript fragments
in all versions of Delphi. It also
supports rich text alignment and
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wrapping modes. * TTextForm:
(Contain Text) It is a generic
container component containing a
single text property (the one that
will appear in the component list)
when it is used as a default
container component. * TTextLine:
(Contain Text) It is a generic
container component containing a
single text property (the one that
will appear in the component list)
when it is used as a default
container component. *
TRichTextLine: Similar to
TTextLine, it is used to display rich
text strings when it is used as the
default container component. *
TRTFLabel: TTextForm is used as
the base control when you want to
add TTextLine (its caption). *
TRTFLabel: TTextLine is used as
the base control when you want to
display TRichTextLine (its
caption). * TRTFLabel:
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TRichTextLine is used as the base
control when you want to add
TRTFLabel (its caption). *
TRTFLabel: CRichText is used as
the base control when you want to
use TRTFLabel (its caption). *
TRTFLabel: CRichTextLine is used
as the base control when you want
to display TRTFLabel (its caption).
* TRTFLabel: TRichText is used as
the base control when you want to
use TRTFLabel (its caption). *
TRTFLabel: TRichTextLine is used
as the base control when you want
to display TRTFLabel (its caption).
TRTFLabel Features: * CRender:
(Contain Rich Text) A label can be
used to display a rich text user
interface instead of using a single
line of text as usual.
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System Requirements For TRTFLabel:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Vista,
XP Processor: 1.5 Ghz Intel Core 2
Duo or 1.8 Ghz AMD Athlon XP or
higher Memory: 1 GB RAM
Recommended: Processor: 2 Ghz
Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon
64 X2 6100 or higher Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce 8800 GTS or ATI Radeon
9600 Pro or higher DirectX:
Version 9.
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